High-angular-resolution diffusion-weighted imaging (HARDI) MRI acquisitions have become common for use with higher order models of diffusion. Despite successes in resolving complex fiber configurations and probing microstructural properties of brain tissue, there is no common consensus on the optimal b-value and number of diffusion directions to use for these HARDI methods. While this question has been addressed by analysis of the diffusion-weighted signal directly, it is unclear how this translates to the information and metrics derived from the HARDI models themselves. Using a high angular resolution data set acquired at a range of b-values, and repeated 11 times on a single subject, we study how the b-value and number of diffusion directions impacts the reproducibility and precision of metrics derived from Q-ball imaging, a popular HARDI technique. We find that Q-ball metrics associated with tissue microstructure and white matter fiber orientation are sensitive to both the number of diffusion directions and the spherical harmonic representation of the Q-ball, and often are biased when under sampled. These results can advise researchers on appropriate acquisition and processing schemes, particularly when it comes to optimizing the number of diffusion directions needed for metrics derived from Q-ball imaging.
INTRODUCTION
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is arguably the most commonly used diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) technique due to its simplicity and its ability to provide unique insights into tissue microstructure {Basser, 1994 #2}. These insights include metrics that have been associated with white matter integrity as well as estimates of dominant white matter directions, which enable fiber tractography {Mori, 2002 #9}. However, DTI only models a single diffusion direction per voxel, and is inadequate in areas that contain multiple fiber populations, often resulting in incorrect estimates of fiber orientation or misleading microstructural indices. The "crossing fiber" problem has been shown to be prevalent in dMRI datasets, affecting as much as 90% of all voxels in the brain {Jeurissen, 2013 #330}. To address this issue, a variety of higher order diffusion models have been introduced. These methods are generally referred to as high-angular-resolution diffusion-weighted imaging (HARDI), a term which encompasses nearly all acquisition and analysis pipelines that provide more information than the diffusion tensor -but most commonly indicating the acquisition of a large number of diffusion weighted images (DWIs) sensitized to diffusion along varying directions all acquired at the same b-value, or diffusion weighting (DW).
Despite the rapidly growing popularity of HARDI techniques, there is currently no fixed consensus on the optimal bvalue for these methods, or on the appropriate number of diffusion directions for these methods. Early DTI studies addressed the optimal b-value and diffusion direction schemes by acquiring multiple repeats of unique acquisition schemes, and assessed the impact on the precision and accuracy of orientation estimates and microstructural indices {Landman, 2007 #75}. However, similar studies have not been performed on HARDI models, in part due to the tremendous acquisition requirements needed for this type of analysis. In this study, we focus on one common HARDI model called Q-Ball imaging, or just Q-ball {Tuch, 2004 #4}. By acquiring 11 repeats of a high-angular-resolution dataset, we probe the precision and accuracy of estimating various Q-ball metrics as a function the number of sampling directions. Specifically, we use Q-ball to derive the diffusion orientation distribution function (dODF), from which we derived reproducibility measures of fractional anisotropy (FA), generalized fractional anisotropy (GFA). We then extract peaks of the dODF in order to assess the reproducibility of the orientations and strengths of the peaks, the Hessian of each peak (which describes its curvature), as well as the number of detected fiber populations (or peaks) in each voxel. Finally, we assess the angular correlation coefficient (ACC) of the dODFs between each individual dataset and the dataset acquired with the full complement of diffusion directions.
METHODS

MRI acquisition
All imaging was performed on the same healthy volunteer scanned on a 3T Phillips Achieva Scanner (Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands), in three different two-hour long sessions, on three consecutive days. The scanning protocol consisted of five diffusion shells (b-values of 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, and 3000 s/mm 2 ) with 96 diffusionweighted directions each, plus five repeats of the non-DW (b0) volume, which were formed by 10 scanner averages. The data was acquired at 2.5mm isotropic resolution, with a matrix of 96 x 96 x 38 slices, using a DW PGSE-EPI sequence. Briefly, scan parameters were: Multi-Band=2; SENSE=2.2; TR= 2650 ms; TE=94 ms; Partial Fourier=0.7. Fold over direction was A-P with a P fat shift. For each set of 5 shells, an additional "b0" was acquired with reverse phase encoded volumes (i.e., fold over direction A-P with A fat shift). This protocol was repeated four times on days 1 and 2, and three times on day 3, resulting in a total of 11 repeats of each diffusion shell.
Q-ball processing
All volumes were corrected for movement, susceptibility induced distortions, and eddy currents using FSL's topup and eddy {Andersson, 2003 #13;Andersson, 2016 #14}. All data was registered to a common space using a 6 degreesof-freedom rigid registration to facilitate a voxel-wise comparison, followed by appropriate re-orientation of diffusion gradient vectors. The full 96 gradient directions were re-ordered to minimize the electrostatic potential of any partial set of the first "N" directions, ensuring that the first "N" directions are as maximally uniformly distributed. From this, for each diffusion shell, subsets of DWIs from 20 to 96 directions (in increments of 4) were created and analyzed with the Q-ball model using UCL's Camino Diffusion MRI Toolkit {Cook, 2006 #6}. This results in an approximation of the dODF (represented using SH coefficients), from which various microstructural and fiber orientation metrics are derived. It is important to note that the Q-ball is derived using the highest order SH coefficients possible (up to order 8) given the number of sampling points (i.e. < 28 directions = SH order 4; 28-44 directions = SH order 6; > 44 directions = SH order 8).
Metrics and analysis
For every diffusion shell (11 repeats of each of 5 b-values), and all subsets of directions within each shell, various metrics were derived, and compared directly to the corresponding full 96-direction dataset as a gold standard. First, FA was calculated using the DTI model, while GFA was calculated directly from the Q-ball SH coefficients. Next, local maxima, or peaks, in the dODF were detected following Jansons and Alexander {Jansons, 2003 #3}. From each peak, one can first determine its curvature (or sharpness) using the trace of the hessian. Because each peak is traditionally assumed to represent a distinct population of fiber bundles, the fiber fraction of each peak can be calculated (in this study DFF represents the dominant fiber fraction) and the number of fiber bundles (peaks) per voxel. The ability of each subset to detect crossing fiber voxels can be described by the consistency fraction (CF). A voxel is consistent with the gold standard if it has the same number of peaks and each peak is within a small angular tolerance of those in the gold standard. The CF is then the fraction of voxels that are consistent with the 96-direction dataset. For voxels that contain multiple fiber populations, the crossing angle is defined as the angle between the two peaks. Finally, the ACC, a measure that describes agreement between spherical functions, is calculated for all voxels in each subsampled dataset. ..r/ ..
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11 r5150- Figure 1 shows Q-ball glyphs in an area containing both single and crossing fiber voxels. Qualitatively, the glyphs seem to share the same basic shape and orientations across all b-values and for all diffusion-weighting schemes. Many glyphs appear more sharp or "spiky" at higher b-values, while very little change is noticeable with changing number of gradient directions.
The average percent deviation from the gold-standard datasets for FA and GFA are shown in Figure 2 (A, B) . The percent deviation of FA (Fig 2. A) is monotonically decreasing, and is less than 10% for all b-values after 30 directions. The higher b-values show a consistently higher positive bias than low b-value acquisitions. Unlike FA, the GFA (Fig  2. B) shows very high positive biases at transitions zones that occur when the data first allows the next higher order SH coefficients to be estimated. However, bias decreases as the number of DWIs increases.
Next, the effect of gradient directions on the bias and accuracy of DFF and TH were assessed (Fig 2. C, D) . At low DW directions, the DFF is overestimated at all b-values. This is likely due to the inability to resolve multiple fibers, resulting in a DFF of 1 for most voxels. However, at SH of order 6 and 8, the DFF is consistently underestimated, and shows high deviations at the transition zones. Similarly, the deviation of the TH peaks is high at the 28 and 48 direction sets. As the number of DWI's increases, the peaks sharpness gradually decreases towards the gold-standard TH. Figure 3 summarizes the reproducibility and accuracy of Q-ball for detecting the presence of multiple fiber populations. The 96-direction data sets suggest that between 60-80% of white matter voxels contain multiple fibers (Fig. 2, A) . However, with the exception of 20 and 24 DW-directions, a lower number of directions results in a higher estimate of the prevalence of crossing fibers, with peaks of this measure at SH transition zones. In all cases, a higher b-value results in a larger crossing fiber fraction. The consistency fraction (Fig 2. B) shows that the accuracy of detecting crossing fibers increases with increasing data. However, the consistency is surprisingly low for most datasets, and only reaches 50% at 68 DW-directions. The reason for the low consistency is shown in Figure 2 , C. For this figure, we tracked single-fiber, 2-fiber, and 3-fiber datasets (from the gold standard) and calculated the average number of fibers in these voxels in the lower diffusion-direction datasets. It is clear that single fiber voxels consistently (and likely erroneously) resulted in multiple fibers with less DWIs. Similarly, many 2-fiber voxels were estimated to contain 3 fiber populations. Spikes in both functions are seen at SH transition zones. Finally, subtracting the expected crossing angle (from the 96 direction datasets) from the observed crossing angle (from the lower-sampled datasets) for all voxels, we find that there is significant bias when estimating the crossing angle (Fig 2. D) . Fibers crossing at angles less than 70° are consistently estimated to be crossing at more orthogonal angles (positive bias), while those with angles between 80° and 90° result in more acute angles when decreasing the number of diffusion weighted directions.
An analysis of the ACC shows that nearly all directions (besides N=28 and N=48) have similar Q-ball SH representations as that of the N=96 dataset, with the average ACC typically 0.8 or higher across the entire brain (Fig  4, A) . Qualitatively, the WM dODF profiles agree very well with the gold standard, even at very low gradient directions (Fig 4. B) . Low ACC's first become aparrent in gray matter regions, followed by WM in datasets with as many as 56 sampling directions. 
DISCUSSION
In this study, the aim was to determine the appropriate number of DW-directions for robust estimates of measures derived from Q-ball imaging. What is clear from the data is that the variance and precision of many parameters is dependent on not only the number of directions sampled, but also on the reconstruction scheme, specifically the SH order that the data was fit to. Tournier et al. determine that 8 th order SH are high enough to capture the angular profile of the DW signal, which implies that as low as 45 sampling directions is sufficient for all HARDI analysis, although the authors recommend acquisition of more to increase the effective SNR {Tournier, 2013 #1}. Here, we find that fitting 8 th order spherical harmonics to just 45 coefficients (or to 28 for SH order 6) leads to noisy and inaccurate estimates of a variety of measures.
Due to fitting the data exactly, the dODFs are noisy at these measurements, overestimate the number of fiber populations in each voxel (Fig. 3, A) , and have erroneous peaks (Fig. 3, B and C) . This results in temporary increases in GFA (Fig. 2, B) , decreases in the DFF (Fig. 2, C) , and increase in peak sharpness (Fig. 2, D) . Based on these results, we suggest collecting significantly more than the minimum 45 measurements to fit to 8 th order SH. It remains to be seen how a 6 th order fit to the larger datasets (N>45) compares to the 8 th order, and if the accuracy is of a comparable scale. In addition, it is of interest to determine how many directions need to be sampled for the 8 th order fit to become more accurate than the same data fit to 6 th order. This would answer the question: "given a certain number of sampling directions, and with the aim to estimate parameter X, what order SH is most appropriate to fit my data to?". From our data, for estimates of GFA, DFF, and TH, one must sample approximately 64, 80, and 84 directions for the 8 th order fit to be more accurate (lower percent variation) than just 44 directions with 6 th order fit. For the ACC, a measure of overall agreement of the dODF, one must sample at least 60 directions to make the jump from 6 th to 8 th order SH fitting.
Similar recommendations are given when it comes to resolving complex fibers and detecting the number of fiber populations in a voxel. As expected, a higher b-value results in the detection of more crossing fibers in the brain (Fig.  3, A) . However, it is interesting that the fraction of fibers containing crossing fibers did not plateau. Thus it is possible that 96 directions are not enough to correctly identify all fiber crossings. It is typically assumed that a higher sampling resolution (more gradient directions) will increase the ability to detect crossing fibers, however, in our data this results in a decreased crossing fiber fraction. The results from our gold-standard data suggest that between 60 and 80% of all white matter voxels contain crossing fibers, a fraction lower than that estimated using alternative HARDI modeling techniques {Jeurissen, 2013 #330}.
The low consistency fraction for all datasets is alarming, particularly with respect to the implications for down-stream fiber tractography. The number of peaks and peak orientations were only consistent with the gold-standard datasets in approximately 80% of white matter voxels using the 92-direction datasets, and only consistent with 50% of these voxels with as many as 68 DW directions (Fig. 3, B) . Using capillary phantoms, Cho et al. {Cho, 2008 #820} found that q-ball at a b-value of 3,000 s/mm 2 is able to successfully resolve fibers crossing at 45° in 27% of all voxels, but the success rate increases to 100% at b-values of 4,000 s/mm 2 and above, so it is possible that increasing the diffusion weighting may be able to overcome the low consistency fraction seen in our results. Similarly, simulations {Alexander, 2005 #197} using mixtures of Gaussian test functions suggest that q-ball imaging at clinically relevant SNR resolves two-fiber crossings consistently only if the separate angle is above 85°. While our study did not address the consistency fraction as a function of crossing angle, we did find a bias in the observed crossing angle as the number of diffusionencoding directions decreased. Literature suggests that Q-ball imaging will under-estimate the true crossing angle at low diffusion-weightings {Cho, 2008 #820;Tuch, 2004 #146}. When two fiber populations exist within the same imaging voxel, the dODF can be thought of as having contributions from the dODF from each fiber population separately. However, because a single fiber population has dODF amplitude not only parallel to the fiber directions, but also perpendicular, the addition of these two bundles will create a blurring of the overall dODF, and the two peaks will be shifted towards one another {Anderson, 2009 #821}. However, in our data, we find both over and underestimation of the crossing angle, a bias that depends on the true crossing angle as identified in the 96-direciton datasets. Inter-fiber angles above 80° are consistently underestimated by 5-10°, an effect likely due to the asymmetric distribution of crossing angles (i.e. crossings above 90° are evaluated as 180° minus the crossing angle, due to piperiodicity). In contrast to literature, inter-fiber angles below 70° are consistently overestimated by 5-10° in our data.
This data set provides the ability to answer several unique questions. First, given a certain amount of time for a HARDI study, which diffusion gradient scheme should be used for optimally accurate HARDI contrasts? This represents a choice between sampling independent directions versus repeated directions: for a fixed number of measurements, is it better to acquire data with the highest angular resolution possible (all gradient directions different), or to acquire less gradient directions, but more averages? Second, this dataset allows us to determine both intra-session and intersession reproducibility. This would address whether intra-session (physiological noise, distortion artifacts) and intersession (registration errors) factors dominate the accuracy of HARDI experiments, making the choice of gradientdirection non-significant. Similar analysis has been performed in DTI {Landman, 2007 #75}, but remains largely unanswered for HARDI models.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we analyzed the effect of b-value and number of diffusion gradient directions on the accuracy and reproducibility of metrics derived from Q-ball imaging. Our focus was on the ability of Q-ball to extract a discrete number of fiber orientation estimates, as well as information regarding the features of the dODF that can reveal tissue architecture information. We find that measures are highly dependent on the number of directions and the SH order the data is fit to. Future studies will determine the appropriate SH fit given a specific number of acquired diffusion directions at a given signal-to-noise-ratio. In addition, this unique dataset can be used to determine the optimal acquisition scheme as it related to these metrics. Finally, similar analysis should be performed on a range of HARDI models, to not only optimize acquisitions based on clinical or research needs, but also to determine the limitations of varying HARDI models and suggest future refinements.
